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Fig. 3. Section A-B, No. 45 High Street 
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South watl. This was the best preserved of the original walls in the building (Fig. 3), although the lower part had been encased on both sides in later brickwork and was only seen with difficulty during demolition. It was structurally the north wall of the south wing, the most prominent feature being the post I supporting the roof truss of the wing; this had a curved brace to the wall-plate on its east side. A cutting on the west side near the top of the post appeared to be an original patching or replacement of defective timber. At the top of the north 
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PLATE I (a). Nos. 39-49 High Street, Chalfont St. Peter. 
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PLATE I (b). Rear of Nos. 43-49 High Street. 
(Photographs: Royal Commission on Historical Monuments. Crown Copyright.) 



PLATE II (a) South wall of hall, first floor. (a) Left of chimney (b) Right of chimney. 
(Photographs: Royal Commission on Historical Monuments. Crown Copyright.) 



PLATE Ill (a). Crown post in north wing. PLATE Ill (b). Crown Post in hall. 

PLATE III (c). Crown post in south wing. 
(Photographs: Royal Commission on Historical Monuments. Crown Copyright.) 



PLATE IV (a). Hall from south-east after demolition of south wing. 

PLATE IV (b). Bracket at end of jetty, front wall of south wing. Plate IV (c) Post g from south-east. 
(Photographs: Royal Commission on Historical Monume11ts. Crown Copyright.) 



face of this post and of two exposed posts to the west (Plate II and Fig. 3) were mortices for brackets, of which the broken-off tenons remained. The purpose of these was not apparent though they may have been intended to give support to some form of louvre in the roof. The plastering of this wall was heavily smoke blackened, much more so than the opposite wall of the hall, indicating that the fire and possibly the smoke exit was at this end. An intriguing stepped outline free from smoke blackening also appeared on the back of post 1 (Plate II a) but the possibility of its being the outline of a smoke hood is negatived by the presence of the screens passage and the uniformity of the smoke blackening 
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed section through hall, C-D. 
on either side. The outline of the former hall roof was clearly visible in the rendering at the west end of this wall (Plate II b). Of the two doorways in the south wall of the hall each side of post 1 only that to the west remained complete, with jambs chamfered on the north side only, but evidence from mortices indicated the site of the other. 

The roof structure. The post g with its surviving brace were clearly the support for one end of the tie-beam g-h which remained in the later roof about 6ft. above 
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed longitudinal section, E-F 
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its original position. The tie-beam was cambered and doubled-chamfered (Fig. 6) and had mortices in its soffit for braces at each end (Fig. 4). It continued even after re-use to support a crown-post (Plate III b) from which the mouldings of the capital had been hacked away, and with mortices for four braces above it. The common rafters had also been re-used at the upper level and were heavily smoke-blackened, but the collars by which each pair had formerly been braced were missing and collar-beam trusses formed, with queen struts and clasped purllns. The collars of the trusses formed at the north end of the hall and at g-h appeared to be made from sections of the former collar pur lin., 4! ins. by 5! ins., and had mortices for braces corresponding to those shown in Fig. 5. 
Later alterations. The hall fireplace with its massive brick stack (Plate IV a) was built in the 17th century, clearly before the roof of the hall had been raised. Its unusual situation inside the hall seems to have been dictated by the provision of a fireplace in the north wing at the same time. Neither fireplace retained any significant features, but the stack where it formerly emerged from the roof had a vertical nib of brick on its south face; the other face had been altered at a later date. 

THE SOUTH WING 
Front (West) wall. The wall facing the street had been entirely removed with the possible exception of the tie-beam of the gable truss. The original wall had a jetty at first floor level, the wall of the lower storey being in line with that of the hall. The bracket supporting the south end of the jetty remained at o (Plate IV b) and the mortice for a similar bracket was found in the corresponding post n. The tie-beam which remained above the window of the first-floor had a groove in the soffit for two shutters sliding to left and right indicating a window in the central section of which the upper mortices remained for the jamb; the head may have been a lower member as in the east wall (see below). The upper surface of the beam had been cut down to allow it to take the ends of the later rafters of the hipped roof, and no clear indications remained of a central crownpost; the presence of inclined mortices for principal rafters and inner braces parallel to them confirmed the former presence of a gable. Rear (East) wall. Much of the upper part of this wall remained, protected by the eastward extension. The features for which sufficient evidence survived are shown in Fig. 5, with curved braces to the tie-beam and floor beams. There was no jetty at this end. The jambs, head and cill of a four-light window with diamond mullions remained to the first floor together with slighter indications of another window below it, where one mutilated agee-moulded wooden mullion remained. To the south of the upper window evidence from surviving timbers and mortices indicated a narrow doorway leading to a closet, or less likely a stairway, projecting beyond the east face of the wing. This was confirmed by mortices in the east face of the post k and in the outer face of the south jamb of the window. North wall. The principal features have been described above, including the two doorways to the ground floor of the wing. In addition to these a small 
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window formerly existed east of post n in the first-floor room (see Fig. 3). South wall. Little of the original walling remained apart from the main posts k, m, o. A small window similar to that referred to above had existed east of post o. Flooring. The main floor beam 1-m remained together with fragments of the sawn-off ends of the former floor joists as shown in Fig. 5. The beam was supported by heavy curved brackets. The roof structure. The roof truss 1-m remained almost complete, with square crown-post with moulded capital (Plate III c, Fig. 6) and four braces of which that to the east had been removed when the chimneystack was inserted. The collar-purlin remained in the eastern section and was braced from the gable truss; in the western section of the roof it was attenuated by the construction of the hip, possibly in the 18th century. Later alterations. No evidence remained for any original dividing wall on the line of the floor beam l-m; the under side of the beam was without any trace of mortices, although some division between the two doorways may be supposed. The later brick wall incorporating fireplaces seems to have been inserted in the 18th century, although little evidence for its actual date was seen. The lintel ofthe fireplace to the west ground-floor room was formed from half of the stone lintel of a 7 ft. wide 15th-century fireplace, with moulded four-centred head and a blank shield in a quatrefoil in the surviving spandrel; the extrados rose to a point in the centre below which was carved the monogram ihs in black letter; there were also several later scratchings. 
THE NORTH WING Front (West) wall. This had been completely rebuilt and the front posts efhad also been removed so that no satisfactory evidence remained of its structure or whether the first floor was jettied as in the south wing. It is possible that this wing was not jettied, as the lower level of the upper floor might have caused an obstruction at the street frontage. Rear (East) wall. This also had been completely removed, and its position at a-b is only conjectural. North wall. The main post c remained and some of the original walling to 

A. Capital of Crown-Post 
in South Wing 

B. Tie-Beam in Hall 

Fig. 6. Timber details 
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either side; this was of similar construction to the other surviving older work. It was not possible to inspect this as closely as the south wing but no traces of windows were found at either level. South wall. The south face has been described above (see Hall); the studs of the infilling were exposed on the north side of the surviving upper portion. The roof structure. The centre portion of the roof with the truss c-d remained, although cut away at back and front. The tie-beam carried a short square crown-post without capital (Plate III a) from the base of which two braces rose to the collar purlin. 
CONCLUSIONS An earlier form of building construction has already been referred to in vol. XVIII of this Journal at Hill Farm, Chalfont St. Peter, where an important crucktrussed house still survives. The crown-post structure of the roof of the southwest wing in that house, for which a 15th-century date has been suggested, may be regarded as contemporary with the older parts of Nos. 43-47 High Street. The crown-post at Hill Farm has braces springing from all four sides as in the two better-quality trusses in High Street, but is without any moulded capping since the braces spring from the base of the post. In this respect it is more nearly comparable to the post in the north wing at High Street, although that had been reduced to the barest essentials with only one pair of braces. This last feature is perhaps more common in barns, e.g. the barn at Croxley Hall Farm, Herts., but it also occurs in houses, e.g. Bandons, Herts. where it has been tentatively dated to the mid 15th century (G. Bailey and B. Hutton, Crown Post Roofs in Hertfordshire, Herts. Local History Council (1966)). The simple square section of the crown posts in the two wings and the slight chamfer of that in the hall do not indicate a particularly early date. The rather squat proportions of the hall itself (Fig. 4) may be felt to be more in keeping with the 14th century and therefore a date of c. 1400 might be more acceptable. It is possible that the crownpost at Hill Farm may also be slightly earlier than has been suggested. The group of buildings described here presented an interesting illustration of the development of English building construction and were an example of the way in which basically satisfactory buildings can by a long process of piecemeal alterations become not only inconvenient in their planning but changed in outward appearance almost beyond recognition. Whether the general tendency to demolish such property is the correct solution should be a matter for serious consideration; the alternative treatment of removing the worst of these additions and so returrung, in some degree to the original layout should at least not be too lightly dismissed. Nothing now remains standing of the buildings described but, through the good offices of Mr. and Mrs. J. Bennell, some fragments have been preserved including the crown post and braces of the south wing and the re-used fireplace lintel now in the County Museum at Aylesbury. The writer wishes to express his thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Bennell for drawing his attention to the buildings and for assistance in recording them, to Mr. E. Clive Rouse for his assistance and encouragement, and to the developers and demolition contractors for their cooperation. 
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